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Flaq Digital is a communications agency that designs and exe-
cutes integrated marketing campaigns since 2012. Our objective is 
to address your commercial challenges by conceiving creative and 
innovative marketing solutions.

Just as comfortable working in print marketing as we are for di-
gital, Flaq is particularly proud of its cutting-edge capabilities in 
game design and programming. This expertise enables us to in-
tegrate digital games to our marketing campaigns, a strategy that 
has proven to deliver great returns.

Our agency has consistently been recognized for the outstanding 
creativity demonstrated in numerous campaigns like «Explicit Va-
lentine», «Dafy, the app that challenges you» and «The Walking 
Geek», as well as other self-promotion campaigns such as the «Di-
gital Desk «or» Do not let Christmas escape you”.

Since its creation, Flaq Digital is headquartered in the collaborative 
working space “Mutinerie” in Paris, which is a renowned centre of 
excellence for marketing innovation. Thanks to the dynamic envi-
ronment we operate in, we can tap into a wealth of skills and ex-
pertise in the fields of art, technology and communications. This 
invaluable resource enables us to constantly boost our ability to 
develop state-of-the-art marketing campaigns that address our 
clients’ every needs.

We believe that creativity 
and entertainment fun-
damentally change per-
ceptions and consumer 
behavior.

Gary CLOUD

Production director
& Co-founder

garycloud@flaqdigital.com

Damien BORIES

Creative director
& CEO

damienbories@flaqdigital.com
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Flaq Digital believes that clients should pay 
for solutions and not PowerPoint slides.

Flaq Digital believes that an agency should 
be run by strategic and creative people.

Flaq Digital believes that agencies should be 
remunerated for the value they create rather 
than the time they spend.

Flaq Digital believes that it is essential to 
mobilize a wide-range of multi-disciplinary 
skills to produce results for businesses and 
brands.

WHAT 
WE 
BELIEVE

Transformation 
or extinction
Rapid change is the key defining reality of our era. Com-
panies either drive it, adapt to it, or succumb to it. Flaq 
Digital embraces and provokes new ways of thinking and 
doing in order to help our clients navigate through rapidly 
changing competitive environments. To help brands, we 
create transformative experiences rooted in business 
strategy.

The consumer 
is the medium
Positive endorsement from other consumers is the most 
powerful media available to brands. This is especially 
true in today’s content-saturated world. Audiences are no 
longer swayed by messaging; it takes coherent, immer-
sive experiences to create conversational capital. Brands 
must earn consumer attention by providing value in the 
form of entertainment, information, and utility.
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Specialized Partners
When it comes to executing great strategy and creative 
work across many disciplines, Flaq Digital is supported 
by in-house specialized partners in the fields of digital 
technology, audiovisual production, architecture and in-
terior design, and experiential production. With their sup-
port, we move from concept to reality.

Multidisciplinary 
teams
We leverage the power of multidisciplinary thinking by as-
sembling professionals from different fields to an extent 
previously unheard of. Here is a sample of the talents we 
have gathered in unified teams under the leadership of 
cross-disciplinary strategists:

art directors
writers
interactive developers
illustrators
creative technologists
editors
interactive designers
screenwriters
producers
community managers
motion designers
interior designers
graphic designers
content managers
experiential producers
directors
etc.
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French pharmaceutical companySubsidiary Dafy MotoThe French leader of motorcycle 
accessories distributor

Editor solution for call center

Ecological Courier Service

Food industry

African Airline of private jet

Cultural magazine

Jeweler

Aerospace paint industry

Leader selling metal detectorThe first car sharing service 
between private person
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Trésor Poursuite
Advergame for Maison de la Détection

Trésor Poursuite is a genuine advertising video game. 
Launched in the lead up to the Christmas holidays, the 
campaign has increased the acquisition rate by 30% and 
the conversion rate by 26% within the year.

Given the success of the game, a third edition is in pre-
paration.

Unmissable
Campaign for Maison de la Détection

As part of a promotional campaign for small sensing ac-
cessories, we created an advertising drive using innova-
tive formats.
We designed full page adverts with the message «Do not 
miss a chance to make a nice find,» where the «a chance» 
was represented by one of the Client’s products. Book-
marks positioned in other strategic places created a recall 
effect to complete the system.

The digital booth
Event for CCD laboratory

At the occasion of the Gynaecology exhibition GOP2014, 
Flaq was tasked to design the traffic on the laboratory 
booth.
We designed a customer route that offered multiple inte-
raction points with the staff on the booth. The system we 
put in place included a product presentation film projec-
ted onto a glass screen at the center of the stand, a com-
petition on a touch table and a 3D printer to manufacture 
immediate gifts for the participants of the game.
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Dafy. 
The application that 
challenges you.
Mobile Loyalty Application

We were tasked to design and implement a mobile loyalty 
platform for the franchise stores of the Dafy group. 
Our response was based on «gamification», a gaming 
platform that both informed and entertained the users 
through weekly challenges for them to achieve.

Save the child 
whithin you.
Social Game for Nestlé Chocapic

Nestlé asked us to work on a Facebook game to roll out 
its existing campaign «Save the child within you» on so-
cial networks. So we created video games aimed at young 
adults that recalled old games from their childhood, for 
them to play secretly at work. In order to do so we hid 
these games in PowerPoint, Word and Excel documents.

Explicite Valentine
Digital campaign for a jewellery shop

Valentine’s day is a controversial event in France. Where 
some people consider it too commercial and lame, other 
think on the contrary that this is a must. To help men fi-
gure out their girlfriend’s view on this, we have created an 
app that is able to decipher the true meaning behind their 
loved one’s mobile phone texts. The app could then pro-
vide the users with the true meaning behind a response 
such as “Well, I guess Valentine’s day is really not that im-
portant to me at all”… 
Without any media buying expenditure, the campaign 
earned the media attention on its own merits, and was 
covered by numerous offline and online media, genera-
ting a 230% increase of the e-shop web traffic.
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Community
management
The Facebook page 

of Maison de la Détection

The Facebook page of Maison de la Detection is one of 
our prime example of effective social community mana-
gement.

For the past 3 years, we have been handling the com-
pany’s facebook page by consistently providing the fol-
lowers with quality content that secured strong interac-
tions with the brand.

This content marketing strategy included games, product 
comparators, news, graphics, exclusive offers, videos 
and other elements that feed the page on a daily basis. 
This sustained quality and proactivity have made our cus-
tomer the best player of the market on social networks.
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